
Welcome to the Spring Term 2022 edition of the Trust Newsletter. This term the Newsletter
contains so many exciting stories and pictures, it has been split into 3 parts so that our
schools can showcase all of the fantastic work they have been doing!

This newsletter is a reflection of the positive work that is going on every day in every
classroom across our family of schools. It includes many examples of children’s activities
and achievements in a range of curriculum areas from across the family of schools within
Empower Trust. Please take some time to and read through the examples of children’s
work– we are sure that you be impressed in the variety, quality and range of experiences. 

We would like to say a sincere thank you to every member of staff in our schools for the
work they have done this year. School staff have continued to demonstrate flexibility and
professionalism in what has been a challenging time in schools, whilst keeping the focus on  
children’s education and delivering exciting learning experiences for the children in all our
schools.  

Finally, we hope that every child, family member and member of staff has a restful, safe and
Happy Easter!
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British Science
Week

This week we have been celebrating British Science
week. We started the week with a visit from Science

Boffin Rodney. He amazed us with some amazing
science experiences from piercing a balloon without

popping it to creating a mound of elephant
toothpaste!After the assembly the Year 2s took part

in a science workshop too.
 



We have been studying the artist Henri Rousseau
and have been inspired by his picture Tiger in a
Tropical storm. We created a background using

red and yellow chalk. Then we used a mixture of
blue, red, yellow, white and black to create

different shades of green to paint a variety of
leaves. 

World Book Day 



Early Years
 

This week the children have been
thinking about recycling. 

 
Their interests start off with a
conversation about the new

MacDonald’s in Market Drayton. 
 

We talked about how the company
had used recycled materials to

build the restaurant, for example,
plastic bottles were used to make

the pavements. 
 

The children thought carefully
about the materials that they
could recycle and reuse! Some

decided they’d use a plastic bottle
as a pencil case or to make a boat! 

During continuous provision the
children loved building using the

building blocks. 
 

They worked collaboratively, taking
turns and sharing in creating a

house! 
 

They had to make sure that the
blocks were balancing otherwise

the wall would fall down!
 



Early Years
 

This week the children have loved
reading the story of ‘A Squash and a

Squeeze’ again. 
 

When thinking about whether the
animals should have lived in the house,
the children soon realised animals all

have their own places to live. They
explored different animals’ habitats by

matching the animals to the home –
they learnt about a den, nest, sty,

stable and river! I wonder if they can
remember? 

 

Creating repeating
patterns and noticing
mistakes in pre-made
patterns also made up
some of the children’s

learning time this week.
 

 They were really good at
joining in with the rhythm

of a pattern when
chanting pig, cow, pig, cow,

when using the animals
from the story to make a

pattern. 
 
 



Then..... a video
arrived which

cleared up the
mystery......

 

IT WAS A
BEAR !!!!!!!

This week Reception had an unexpected visitor
in to their creative area. The children looked at

all the clues and wrote labels for what they same
and made predictions about what might have

happened..... 

Reception



Reception

Last week Reception went on a history walk around Market
Drayton looking at the different styles of buildings. The children

were encouraged to use vocabulary like old, new, ancient,
modern, Tudor, Georgian, black and white, wood, brick.

The children were very observant and extremely sensible on the
walk. Well done all!

 



Reception

 
Last week the children in Reception learnt about Chinese New

Year. They enjoyed learning about how it is celebrated,
comparing it to other celebrations like birthdays and

Christmas. In maths they made Tangrams, manipulating the 7
shapes carefully and moving them to make different pictures.

 



YEAR 1YEAR 1YEAR 1
DURING PE THROUGHOUT AUTUMN TERM,DURING PE THROUGHOUT AUTUMN TERM,DURING PE THROUGHOUT AUTUMN TERM,

YEAR 1 FOCUSED ON UNIHOC.YEAR 1 FOCUSED ON UNIHOC.YEAR 1 FOCUSED ON UNIHOC.   
   

THIS IS AN INAVSIVE GAME WHERETHIS IS AN INAVSIVE GAME WHERETHIS IS AN INAVSIVE GAME WHERE
THECHILDREN RECAP ON PREVIOUSLYTHECHILDREN RECAP ON PREVIOUSLYTHECHILDREN RECAP ON PREVIOUSLY

TAUGHT SKILLS FROM RECEPTION,TAUGHT SKILLS FROM RECEPTION,TAUGHT SKILLS FROM RECEPTION,
STRENGTHEN THEIR KNOWLDEGE THROUGHSTRENGTHEN THEIR KNOWLDEGE THROUGHSTRENGTHEN THEIR KNOWLDEGE THROUGH
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY AND LEARN NEWSPECIFIC VOCABULARY AND LEARN NEWSPECIFIC VOCABULARY AND LEARN NEW

SKILLS.  WE PROGRESSED THROUGHOUT THESKILLS.  WE PROGRESSED THROUGHOUT THESKILLS.  WE PROGRESSED THROUGHOUT THE
HALF TERM AND WERE ABLE TO STARTHALF TERM AND WERE ABLE TO STARTHALF TERM AND WERE ABLE TO START
PLAYING UNIHOC BY THE END OF THEPLAYING UNIHOC BY THE END OF THEPLAYING UNIHOC BY THE END OF THE

BLOCK.BLOCK.BLOCK.   
   

THIS HALF TERM,  WE WILL BE FOCUSING ONTHIS HALF TERM,  WE WILL BE FOCUSING ONTHIS HALF TERM,  WE WILL BE FOCUSING ON
FOOTBALL,  WHICH IS ANOTHER INVASIVEFOOTBALL,  WHICH IS ANOTHER INVASIVEFOOTBALL,  WHICH IS ANOTHER INVASIVE

GAME.GAME.GAME.   

INVADE!
INVADE!
INVADE!

TACKLE!
TACKLE!
TACKLE!

DEFEND!
DEFEND!
DEFEND!



Year 1 
In Geography, we have been developing our understanding
of the relationships between the physical features of places

and the human activity within them. 
 

We went for a walk around Market Drayton to see how
many human features we could find and we tried to keep

count of how human features there were. 
 



In Art this term we have been applying our knowledge of
tints and tones to recreate the 'Starry Night' painting by

Vincent Van Gogh. 
 

We added white paint to blue and green paint to create
tints and we mixed a drop of black paint to create tones.

When painting we used careful brush strokes and thought
about the appropriate thickness of paintbrushes to use.

 
 
 

Year 1 



 
Last week Year 2 were lucky enough to take

another walk around their home town, Market
Drayton. Last time we went, we had our
historian hats on but this time we were

looking at the town with our geography eyes.
We left the school premises and immediately

started looking at our surroundings. 
 

We were analysing the different features of
Market Drayton and deciding if they were
physical (grass, trees, canal) or human

(school, shops, church) . It would be great if
you could keep spotting them if you are out
and about and let us know what you find. 

 
 

Getting to know our local area is an important part of the curriculum,
as it allows us to compare where we live to other areas. 

 
Thank you to all the school adults who accompanied us on our trip

and well done to all the children who represented the school
brilliantly by moving around safely and sensibly.

 



 
Throughout Year 2 we have been studying Vincent Van Gogh. As artists, we have

been building on the skills & knowledge we are developing in drawing and
painting. Taking inspiration from two of his famous artworks ‘Starry Night’ and
‘The Yellow House’ and using what we know about colour mixing/how to create

tints & shades last week we mastered these techniques to produce our own
unique Van Gogh inspired paintings!

 
We had to think carefully about the mood/emotion that we wanted to create
using certain colours and use a range of brushstrokes to create our artwork.
We have really enjoyed learning all about Vincent Van Gogh and look forward

to our next artist, Henri Rousseau!
 



This week in Year 2, we have been focusing on forces by looking at floating and
sinking. We have made predictions about objects around our classroom that we

think will float, and objects that we think will sink. 
 

We have then tested our predictions using trays of water. We were very surprised
by some of the results. After completing this, we then used our knowledge of

floating and sinking to design and make our very own boats. We then tested to
double check that these were able to float on the water! 

 



Darwin Day Dress Up!

 

Our pupils featured in the local press

today enjoying a special day of

education! We were celebrating one of

Shrewsbury's famous sons, Charles Darwin.

Staff at St George's Junior School and

Woodfield Infant School planned an

interactive, fun-packed day for pupils to

learn about Charles Darwin, whom they had

identified as a 'significant person'

linked to their curriculum.

Pictures and story courtesy of the Shropshire Star

Darwin, who was born in Shrewsbury in 1809,

was best known for his contributions to

evolutionary biology and his scientific text

'On the Origin of Species'.

Pupils from reception through to Year 6

learnt specific facts about Darwin from his

place and year of birth through to his

findings regarding evolution.

They also enjoyed dressing up for the

occasion.
Even the schools' catering

teams got involved devising a

Darwin-themed menu for the day

which included 'Galapagos Catch

of the Day' – a selection of

fish served with seashell pasta

and 'Darwin's Bird Hotpot' –

chicken in gravy.



 

Children's Mental Health Week
Growing Together

 

During Children’s Mental Health Week,
Year 6 pupils went to Woodfield to take
part in gardening and reading with
reception pupils. Our Year 6’s shone as
being role models to the younger pupils
and their care, consideration and
positive nature was a credit to us all, as
part of our theme of ‘Growing Together’.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 3 Geography -
Volcanoes 

This term we have been looking at volcanoes and
earthquakes. We have learnt that 75% of
volcanoes and 90% of earthquakes are located on
the ring of fire, which is around the Pacific Ocean.
We have really enjoyed using the atlas’ and finding
out about the different hemispheres. We have
looked closely at South America too. We found out
that some parts of South America are really hot
because they are close to the Equator and others
can be really cold because they are near the Tropic
of Capricorn.

 
 
 
 
 
 



Year 3 

Maths

This term we have been writing seasonal

poetry. Pupils read and performed some

winter poems. They then developed

vocabulary banks and practised poetry

techniques to create their own beautiful

seasonal poetry. We definitely have some

budding poets in year 3 

 

We have been learning about
money this term in Year 3. Money
lessons always involve lots of
practical elements, such as finding
the correct coins, practising buying
more than one item and giving the
correct change. 

In this particular lesson, the children had to choose two
or three items from our "Class shop" and add them up.
Then they had to find the correct change that they
would use to buy these with. Natan was very lucky to
pick up an ipad for just £5.01.

Seasonal Poetry

We have also been reading the Iron Man by Ted

Hughes. We have been using our retrieval skills to

find out what has happened to each of the

characters. We then used our inference and

retrieval skills to think about how the characters

were feeling and consider what their biggest

concern was. We figured out that the Iron Man's

biggest concern was finding food, but the farmers

and villagers were most concerned about

protecting their property and families. We are

looking forward to finding out what happens next.



 

Year 4 Art
 Primary and secondary colours. Landscapes. Reflection. 

Put it all together and you get beautiful pieces of art



 Through our Project Evolve E-safety lessons,

we have learnt about staying safe online,

having safe experiences online and what is

meant by the term ‘respect’. We have also

explored the intriguing world of ‘Debugging’,

investigating algorithms both online and

offline, and attempting to provide the

necessary fixes.

Year 4 

 

In French, Year 4 have been learning to count in

multiples of 10 to 100. Through our topic, ‘Raconte-

moi une histoire’, we have learnt to use simple

adjectives, learnt to read a known story in French

and learnt a well-known French children’s song ‘Sur

le pontd’Avignon’.

Computing 

 

 

Our PHSE lessons have linked well to our E-

Safety lessons this term as we have looked to

understand and manage risks. We have even

explored basic first aid practices just in case

we find ourselves as the first person at an

accident.

PHSE 



 

Year 4
 
 

Romans
 
 

This term in Topic we have been learning about the
Romans. We have learnt lots of interesting facts linking
to the Roman invasion and how it changed the way
people lived, traded, and socialised. 

One of our favourite aspects of learning about the
Romans was finding out about Boudicca and her
rebellion. The children were keen to find out more
about her and how the rebellion affected lives for
years to come. Linking our PE lessons into topic we
created freeze frames of the Romans and
incorporated them into our dance. 
Year 4 created some great freeze
frames and used very stern
expressions when pretending to
be Boudicca. The children also
enjoyed plotting on a map where
the Romans created roads and
using google maps to see if we
could locate them, 

In science, we started the term by finishing our
Human digestion topic. Before we began our
electricity topic, we had a wonderful science trip to
Techniquest X-plore in Wrexham. Pupils loved the
interactive activities and enjoyed the challenge of
creating their own solar powered fairground ride. We
have now started our Electricity topic and are looking
forward to exploring circuits, insulators and
conductors even more next half term.

Science
 
 



 

Zelda Claw and the Rain Cat 
Short sentences, empty words, sentences of three, showing
not telling – a collection of tools year 5 have been using to
create their own suspense stories. An adapted version of
Zelda Claw and the Rain Cat was used as the model text to
introduce the children to our focused genre. Our theme of
‘suspense’ also links to our class book ‘Varjak Paw’; having
two similar plots, genres and characters across both
reading and writing lessons, have supported children in
their creativity when writing their innovation and
invention stages. Before whole class feedback, children used
Seesaw to read their work out loud to check for clarity and
cohesion. Some children have been using dictation to orally
structure sentences and ideas in preparation for their
invention.

 

Year 5
Reading and Writing 

Maths
Year 5 have been working hard recapping their
understanding of multiplication and division and exploring
various methods through concrete, pictorial and abstract
representations. We have built on their understanding of
formal multiplication from year 3 and 4 to the formal short
multiplication method. Children have used their knowledge
of exchanging ten ones for one ten in addition and have
applied this to multiplication using concrete resources. Year
5 have been able to model their deepened understanding
through reasoning and problem-solving questions and have
been using seesaw to explain their thinking and capture
their models

 
Romans and Anglo Saxons

This half term, Year 5 have been studying the
Romans and Anglo-Saxons as part of their topic
work. Using their understanding of chronology,
children have been placing key events on a
timeline and have been looking at how different
events have occurred at the same time.

 



 

Year 6
Science & History 

In science, we have been studying the work of another
famous Victorian- Charles Darwin. Children have been
learning about theories of adaptation, evolution and
natural selection and identifying them in the wider
world around us. We also used the work of Mary
Anning (a Victorian palaeontologist) to think about
how fossils have helped us understand the evolution of
many species of animals we see today. 

Our local area has also been a focus of our geography
learning. Year 6 have been studying the Industrial
Revolution with a particular focus on our locality and
the types of industry which occurred. Children have
also been studying transport routes by mapping rail
and canal links in order to understand how the
Industrial Revolution shaped our local area and
community.

 

History and Science links to English Children
are still enjoying our learning about the
Victorians this term. Our work on biographies
has meant that Year 6 pupils have been able
to dive deeper into the lives of some
important Victorian figures including Charles
Dickens, Grace Darling and even Queen
Victoria! Using all of our writing skills,
children have written some wonderful
biographies and have applied our class
toolkits to compile some fascinating
biographical writing.

 

Personal Development 
Following our Christmas Carols using British Sign
Language, pupils have been enthused and motivated to
learn more. Year 6 have been very enthusiastic about
running a British Sign Language club once a week.
During these sessions, Sign Language ambassadors
teach children- and teachers- useful phrases and
words which could help communicate with others who
use BSL.


